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Logline: 

Two strange friends go through their freshman year of college trying to figure out who they are. 

Told in a comedic style a young man and his robot best friend are faced with the struggles of identity 

and social comfortability.  

 

Characters: 

Bryan- The human best friend, and roommate, of Robin (co- main character) 

Robin- The robot best friend, and roommate, of Bryan (co-main character) 

Mary- Bryan's caring mother 

Julia- The mean, popular girl that Robin tries to date 

Andrew- The mean leader of the popular jocks 

Thomas- The young, goofy drug dealer 

 

Setting: 

Most of the film is set on a college campus where Bryan and Robin attend. Through the story, 

the setting changes to when Bryan and Robin are on break at Bryan’s home town and house.  

 

Act. 1 (Summary): 

The film opens with a voice over narrative of Bryan describing life as a freshman in college. At 

least, in his own experience. As he goes on to explain that it isn’t much different from senior year of high 

school, the scene opens with him introducing each character listed above, with Robin coming “best for 

last.” 

From there, the film goes on to show how a typical morning goes in the dorm room belonging to 

both Bryan and Robin. With a comedic scene of Bryan waking Robin up by throwing a pillow at his head, 

the two start their day of classes and social life. It’s a new day and Bryan encourages Robin to talk to the 

girl who he seems to have a crush on. Becoming embarrassed by rejection, Robin becomes upset and 

goes back towards Bryan, defeated.  



All while Bryan struggles with his sexual and gender identity, Robin struggles with finding his 

place in the world and tries to hold emotions and feelings. Spring break is on its way and Bryan invites 

Robin to come stay with him and his family due to Robin being independent and not able to stay on 

campus. 

 

Act. 2 (Summary): 

Spring break is a week long, but goes by quickly. Bryan confides in his mother about his identity 

crisis and is relieved to have received full support from someone he loves. 

Classes start again and the two best friends are back on their same, boring routine. To shake up 

some fun, the two decide to try illegal substances for the first time. After this experiment, the two are 

struck with a night full of great and terrible experiences. 

The next morning, both are in bad shape due to the drugs and staying out all night. After this, 

the two remain groggy and grumpy throughout the day and blame each other for their actions. 

After a short falling out with their friendship, the two friends make a heartfelt connection and 

begin to have fun, safely, and make changes to their lives in order to connect more with each other and 

themselves. 

 


